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NEW QUESTION: 1
In EMC Avamar, what is the default setting for the checkpoint
retention policy?
A. Retain all checkpoints for the last three days
B. Retain the last two checkpoints and the last validated
checkpoint

C. Retain the last two checkpoints and the last two validated
checkpoints
D. Retain the last five checkpoints and three validated
checkpoints
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator is looking at the Computers section of the
Navigation Tree and wants to quickly confirm that
communications work between the listed computers and server.
Which two actions confirm communications without having a
negative impact on the environment? (Choose two.)
A. Select a few systems and use the right-click menu to send a
refresh to the selected systems.
B. Create a Computer Property with a requirement to report back
every 5 minutes.
C. Locate a Fixlet that is applicable to the desired computers
and take action against those systems.
D. Click Tools &gt; Take Custom Action to create a NULL Task
and take action against all systems
E. Examine the Last Report time; this is only updated when the
agent collects data and reports back.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Withthe CloudBees Folders Plus plugin, which step is required
to configure a controlled agent?
A. Anyone with admin permissions can simply be the ID of the
folder to the specific agent; no other steps are necessary.
B. The folder administrator sends a request, containing a
digital signature, to the agent administrator, who adds the
signature to the list of approved signatures.
C. The folder administrator creates a request key which is
given to the agent administrator, who approves the request key
and sends back a request secret.
D. The folder administrator sends an email, containing the
folder ID, to the agent administrator, who adds the ID to the
list of approved folders.
Answer: B
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